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Hadronic B decays offer rich opportunities for CP-violation studies. Decays of the type B→
DX , where D represents a charmed meson (D0, D(∗)+ or D+s ), allow for a theoretically clean
determination of the CKM triangle angle γ which provides a Standard Model benchmark of this
quantity, robust against new physics effects. Decays into charmless final states, on the other hand,
in general receive significant contributions from loop diagrams and are susceptible to the effects
of new heavy particles. The trigger schemes of LHCb, and the particle identification provided
by its RICH system, give the experiment high sensitivity to these decays. Signals will be shown
from the present LHC run, and the measurement program with the 2010-2011 data set will be
discussed.
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1. Present status of the CKM matrix
A decade after the beginning of data taking at B-factories, the sides and angles of the unitarity
triangle (UT) of the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix [1] are measured at a level better
than 10 % except the |Vub| side and the angle γ . There are different approaches to interpret the
combination of measurements made by the global fits of the CKM matrix [2, 3]. One of these is
to check the consistency of the UT, but no unambiguous sign of discrepancy has been observed
so far. For instance the prediction of γ by the global fits leads to 67.2 ◦± 3.9 ◦ (CKM fitter) or
69.6 ◦±3.1 ◦ (UT fit) depending on the statistical approach. A combination of (statistically limited)
direct measurements of γ provides 71 ◦± 23 ◦ (CKM fitter) or 74 ◦± 11 ◦ (UT fit). This shows the
interest of measuring γ with increased statistics, which can be performed at LHCb.
2. Measurements of γ
Precise measurements of γ would thus allow for precise consistency check of the CKMmatrix
paradigm. Another important feature of the angle γ is that it can be measured by three independent
classes of methods, allowing for direct and mixing induced induced CP-violation measurements
which are differently sensitive to New Physics effects. A comparison of these determinations will
provide additional constraints on New Physics parameters.
2.1 Time integrated γ from trees
Both charmed B± decays and self-tagging charmed B0 decays are pure tree decays and allow
for a benchmark measurement of γ in the Standard Model, since they are expected to be free from
contributions of New Physics. These decays are extremely clean theoretically with an irreducible
uncertainty of δγ/γ $ 10−6 [4]. A comparable statistical uncertainty would only be reached with
O
(
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)
pairs of B mesons produced, which is far beyond the scope of LHCb or a super b-flavour
factory.
The measurement is performed taking advantage of the interference of b→ c and b→ u tran-
sitions, the latter being sensitive to the CP-angle γ . Thus there is a compromise to find between
the absolute rate of the decay and the relative size of its interference term that drives the sensitiv-
ity to γ . Usually considered as the most powerful are the decays B±→ DK± and B0→ DK∗0 for
which the branching fractions are B
(
B+→ D0K+) = (3.7± 0.3) ·10−4 and B (B0→ D0K∗0) =
(4.2±0.6) ·10−5 and the ratios of b→ u to b→ c amplitudes (that gives the size of the interference
term and hence drives the sensitivity to γ) are rB±→DK± = 0.11±0.02 [3] and rB0→DK∗0 = 0.26±0.08
[5], leading to similar sensitivity to γ .
Different approaches exist for the reconstruction of a D meson1. The Gronau-London-Wyler
[6] strategy exploits D decays in CP-eigenstates. Thus the decays of D0 and D0 in the same final
state have the same branching fractions in absence of CP-violation and no additional unknown is
added in the extraction. This method has been extended to nonCP-eigenstates decay channels com-
mon to D0 and D0 in the so-called Atwood-Dunietz-Soni method [7]. In this case, two unknowns
are added: the ratio of branching fractions of the D0 decay to a given final state f with respect to
1D represents either a D0 or a D0 meson.
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the D0 decay to the same final state and a difference of strong phases. These additional parameters
can be constrained by ψ (3770)→ DD data from CLEO or BES, resulting in a constant number of
unknowns for a increase of observables. Finally the use of multibody D decays is advantageous to
recover some statistical power by using Dalitz plot studies of the D decays in the Giri-Grossman-
Soffer-Zupan [8] approach. Such latter measurements have provided so far the most statistically
sensitive measurements of γ at the B-factories.
Many final states are under study at LHCb, among themK+K−, pi+pi− (GLW),K∓pi±, K∓pi±pi0,
K∓pi±pi±pi∓ (ADS),K0S pi±pi∓, K0SK±K∓ (GGSZ). Interesting extensions to B0→DKpi or untagged
B0s→Dφ can also be used at LHCb. A combination of all these measurements provides consistency
checks as well as the best overall sensitivity to γ .
2.2 Time-dependent γ from trees
Another path to extract γ , up to a mixing phase that is known by precise and model-independent
mixing measurements (already well measured in the B0 sector and will be precisely known thanks to
B0s→ J/ψ φ decays in the B0s sector), exploits time-dependent charmed B decays [9]. This additional
benchmark measurement could eventually be combined with the time-integrated measurements to
provide a precise reference for New Physics tests.
The eight inherent ambiguities in the extraction of the CP-angle are resolved in the B0s →
D±s K∓ channel (except an irreducible 180 degrees ambiguity) thanks to the non-vanishing lifetime
difference ∆Γs and exploiting the B0s → D±s pi∓ mode. This channel is expected to be unique to
LHCb. Despite a branching fraction of B
(
B0s→ D±s K∓
)
= (3.0± 0.7) ·10−4 the ratio of b→ u
to b→ c amplitudes is of xB0s→D±s K∓ $ 0.4 which allow for an easier extraction from data than
for B0→ D±pi∓, for which B (B0→ D±pi∓) = (2.7± 0.1) ·10−3 and xB0→D±pi∓ $ 0.02 (which
is too small to be extracted directly from data). This latter can still be used to extract γ , but
the ambiguities are not well resolved in this case. These two problems (remaining ambiguities
and small interference term) can be worked out by use of an U-spin analysis combining the two
sensitive channels B0s→ D±s K∓ and B0→ D±pi∓.
2.3 γ from loops
A complementary way, sensitive to New Physics effects, to extract γ consists of measuring
the CP violation in B0→ h±h′∓ decays, where B represent either a B0 or a B0s and h(′) either a K
or a pi [10]. These six decays have different contributions from Tree, Penguin, Penguin Annihi-
lation, Colour-suppressed Electroweak Penguin and Exchange topologies, summarized in [11]. γ
is extracted from the CP-asymmetries in B0→ pi+pi− and B0s → K+K− using U-spin symmetry to
reduce the number of unknowns. The validity of this assumption is checked using B0s → Kpi and
B0→ Kpi and the size of Penguin Annihilation (PA) and Exchange (E) contributions, is probed by
the B0→ K+K− and B0s→ pi+pi− channels that are only sensitive to these topologies.
Direct and mixing inducedCP-violation measurements in B0→ pi+pi− and B0s→ K+K− allow
for γ extraction, under U-spin assumption and using external measurements of mixing phases. The
resulting γ measurement, compared with the two tree level measurements of γ , can then provide a
useful probe of New Physics.
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3. The LHCb detector
The LHCb detector [12] is a single arm spectrometer designed to accurately measure decay
products of B and D mesons for precision measurements at the LHC. The commissioning of the
detector and the performance reached with the first data is summarized in [13, 14]. Two key
ingredients for the hadronic decays are the ability to trigger on and to disentangle different modes.
3.1 Trigger
The LHCb trigger system is based on a fast hardware decision (L0) on the transverse energy of
hadrons, electrons, photons and muons to remove most of the non-b events. A L0 hadron threshold
of 3.6 GeV has been used in the most significant period of data taking. The L0 has already been
demonstrated to provide 300 kHz of events and is expected to deliver 1 MHz to the High Level
Trigger (HLT) in 2011. The first layer of the software trigger (HLT1) reconstructs primary vertices
(PVs) and tracks, looking for typical high pT and high impact parameter (IP) clean tracks [15].
The output rate is found to be quite robust with respect to the pile-up, saturating around 30 kHz
for an input rate of 1 MHz. The HLT2 is based on an inclusive approach [16] to look for hadronic
B decays. A B candidate, with a B mass corrected for missing transverse momentum using the
constraint of the flight direction in the 4− 7 GeV/c2 range, is selected using either two, three or
four tracks. This typically gives a HLT2 efficiency above 80 % for most of the channels.
3.2 Particle Identification
The LHCb detector is designed to perform good pi versus K (as well as p, e and µ) separation
over a wide range of momentum thanks to two dedicated Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) systems
with different radiators. The RICH1 is located close to the Vertex Locator (VELO, a silicon strip
detector for precise reconstruction of tracks close to the primary vertex) and uses aerogel and
C4F10 as radiators, allowing for pi versus K separation in the 2− 60 GeV/c momentum range.
Additional separation is provided by the RICH2 up to 100 GeV/c thanks to a CF4 radiator. First
valuable experience, understanding of alignment and calibration of the particle identification has
been obtained in 2010 allowing for good pi versus K separation and results relatively close to
expectations.
4. Results and perspectives
One month after the end of pp data taking at LHCb, using a dataset corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 35 pb−1 out of which approximately 90 % has been recorded in the last
month, LHCb is able to show its first invariant mass peaks of hadronically triggered channels.
Some selected signals are presented here.
4.1 Time integrated γ from trees
First signals in B±→ Dpi± with CP-eigenstates and three body K0S hh D decays have been ob-
served (figure 1) as well as B±→ DK± with D0→ K−pi+ (figure 2). Given the lower branching
fraction in B0→ DK∗0, this mode is more difficult to observe but, another pure colour suppressed
mode, B0→D0ρ0 is observed (figure 2). This may allow to obtain first evidence or first observation
4
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Figure 1: B±→ Dpi± with D0→ K−K+ (left) and with D0→ K0SK−K+ (right) in 35 pb−1 of LHCb data.
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Figure 2: B±→ DK± (left) and B0→ D0ρ0 (right) with D0→ K−pi+ in 35 pb−1 of LHCb data.
of B0s→D0K∗0 with D0→ K−pi+. One can also extrapolate that LHCb is on target to provide com-
petitive measurements of CP asymmetries with current best measurements both in CP-eigenstates
and ADS analyses by the end of the next long period of data taking assuming at least 1 fb−1 of
integrated luminosity. Depending on the 2011–2012 data taking conditions, a combined sensitivity
to γ of the order of 10 ◦ −15 ◦ could be reached.
4.2 Time-dependent γ from trees
Clean signals for time dependent measurements are also observed in B0s→ D±s pi∓ with D+s →
φpi (figure 3). Additional channels for time dependent measurements of γ could be used (for
instance the six body final state B0→ Dpipipi , figure 3). With the already accumulated data, a po-
tential and important result that could be obtained from these decays is a measurement of fs/ fd . An
10 ◦ −15 ◦ sensitivity on γ could be obtained in 2011–2012, independent from the time-integrated
measurements.
4.3 γ from loops
First signs of asymmetry, that still need to be properly calibrated to quote values forCP viola-
tion, have been observed in the first look at the 2010 data. Statistical uncertainties are $ 0.04 and
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Figure 3: B0s→ D±s pi∓ with D+s → φpi (left) and B0→ Dpipipi (right) in 35 pb−1 of LHCb data.
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Figure 4: B0 and the B0s to K+pi− (left) and K−pi+ (right) in 35 pb−1 of LHCb data.
$ 0.2 respectively in B0 and B0s decays to K∓pi±. The corresponding measurement ofCP asymme-
tries would be competitive with CDF results. Again 10◦ −15 ◦ sensitivity to γ can be reached with
2011–2012 data.
5. Conclusion
First signals from LHCb of hadronic B decays, of interest for the determination of the CKM
angle γ within tree or loop diagrams, have been shown. This demonstrates the ability of LHCb
to study these channels and first results, competitive with current CDF measurements, or first new
observations, are expected from more detailed analyses of the 2010 data. The 2011–2012 data
taking period, depending on the beam conditions, will potentially allow for 10 ◦ − 15 ◦ sensitivity
on γ in each class of these decays.
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